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H-dibaryon
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average branching ratio of charmed mesons into
muons. This limit is shown as a dashed curve on
Fig. 2(e). The 2-standard-deviation limit on the
inclusive charmed-meson diffractive pair -pro-
duction cross section times the average branch-
ing ratio is then v„,(B„)=380 nb. The corre-
sponding total cross section for EE diffractive
production is approximately 0.5 mb. ' With the
above assumptions, the ratio of the charmed and
strange total diffractive cross sections is a(DD)
(8„)/o(KE) (10 '.
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For M ~-t(2P~) (the kinematic limit on M ).
The diffractive (M & 7) cross section for m +p p

+A'z+ anything at 205 GeV is 0.25+ 0.18 mb (F. C. Win-
kelmann, private communication). From this we esti-
mate that the diffractive strange-meson pair inclusive
cross section is about 0.50+ 0.25 mb.
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In the quark bag model, the same gluon-exchange forces which make the proton lighter
than the 4{1236)bind six quarks to form a stable, flavor-singlet (with strangeness of
—2) J =0+ dihyperon {II) at 2150 MeV. Another isosinglet dihyperon (II*) with J =1+
at 2335 MeV should appear as a bump in AA invariant-mass plots. Production and de-
cay systematics of the 0 are discussed.

The possibility that hadrons may be described
by a confined color gauge theory of quarks and
gluons has attracted great interest recently. ' The
bag model" provides an adaptation of these ideas
to conventional spectroscopy. The S-wave bary-
ons (Q') and many features of the S-wave mesons
(QQ) are remarkably well described by the model
in terms of four parameters of relatively funda-
mental significance. ' Furthermore, the model
may be applied to any S-wave color-singlet multi-

quark system (Q Q", for n+m &3) without addi-
tional parameters. It offers the hope of answer-
ing long-standing questions regarding the nature
and experimental elusiveness of the exotics."

Here I wish to point out that the same model ap-
plied to the Q' system predicts the existence of
certain relatively light dihyperons, one of which
may be stable. Specifically, the model predicts
an S-wave flavor-singlet dihyperon (H) with J
=0' at 2150 MeV. With this mass, the H must
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decay weakly. The model also predicts a light S-
wave dibaryon flavor-octet with J =1 . The I=F
=0 member of the octet (H*) at 2335 MeV may ap-
pear as a bound state of ZZ decaying strongly in-
to AA or N". Other members of the octet and all
other dihyperons are unbound.

These are single hadrons, not loosely bound S-
wave states of two baryons like the deuteron. As
yet no such states are known. Besides the deu-
teron, the only well-documented dibaryon is the
Ap enhancement at 2128 MeV. ' Long ago Oakes'
observed that such a state might be expected as
the SU(3) brother of the deuteron (Y= 1 member
of a 10*). Its proximity to the ZN threshold is
appropriate to a loosely bound state of two bary-
ons. Whether this is in fact the origin of the 2128
enhancement is as yet uncertain.

Consider a fixed number of quarks and anti-
quarks in a bag, all in the ground state and alto-
gether forming a color singlet. The ordering of
states is dictated by the color magnetostatic in-
teraction between quarks. '~ Because of it, 0
mesons are lighter than 1 mesons, and ~' bary-
ons are lighter than &' baryons. The effects of
this interaction are summarized in simple spec-
troscopic rules analogous to Hund's rules of
atomic spectroscopy. ' The existence of these
dihyperons would be striking confirmation of the
underlying color gauge theory and the bag-dy-
namical framework in which it is imbedded.

In the quark-bag model, S-wave quarks carry
three labels: color [SU(3),]; flavor [SU(3) &

"harm is irrelevant in these considerations];
and the SU(2) generated by relativistic, positive-
parity, j = —,

' quarks, to which we refer loosely as
"spin. " It is advantageous to combine color and

spin to form "colorspin" [SU(6)„].The qua. rks
(and antiquarks) must be antisymmetrized in
colorspin and flavor since they all occupy the
same spatial state. The only physical hadrons
are overall color singlets. SU(3) ~ violations are
induced by giving the strange quark a small mass
(m, =279 MeV) while the u and d quarks are kept
massless.

The contribution to the mass of our S-wave
hadron from lowest-order gluon exchange is pro-
portional to

es (m, ) which induces further, small SU(3) viola-
tions.

For color-singlet hadrons containing only
quarks (no antiquarks),

b, = [8N —2C, ++J(j+ 1)]M, (2)

where S is the total number of quarks, J is their
angular momentum, and C, is their "eolorspin"—the quadratic Casimir operator of SU(6) for the
colorspin representation of the quarks. For the
moment we set m, =0 [M-=M(0, 0)]. In this limit
the mass of a hadron is given by a simple formu-
la:

M =-', (4~B)'"[2.043N -z, + n, b.]"', (3)

TABLE I. Quantum numbers and masses of S-wave
dibaryons.

SU(6) c s SU(3) &

representation &6 & representation

Mass in the
limit ms=0

(M.m

where B'~4=146 MeV, z0=1.84, and n, =g /4v
=0.55 are fixed in the QQ and Q' sectors of the
model. '

Equation (2) is a special case (no antiquarks) of
the interaction studied in Ref. 5. The rules of
Ref, 5 al e trlvlal ln this case: The lightest dl-
baryons will be those in which the quarks are in
the colorspin representation with the largest pos-
sible eigenvalue for the Casimir operator [the
eigenvalues of C, are much greater than &Z(J+ I)
for the states of interest]. Large eigenvalues of
the Casimir operator are associated with sym-
metric color spin representations. Antisymmetry
requires the flavor representation of light di-
baryons to be largely antisymmetric —conse-
quently, of low dimension. This connection is
evident in Table I which lists the S-wave states of
six quarks. Colorspin representations are listed
by their dimension. Antisymmetrization deter-
mines the flavor multiplet corresponding to each
colorspin. Only the color singlets are physical
states. The angular momentum of the color sing-
lets in each colorspin multiplet is also listed in
the table; the corresponding mass is given in the
limit m, =o.

S=-Qcr,. ~ a,.X,. X,M(m, R, m, R),
i&j

where o; (X;) is the spin (color) vector of the ith
quark normalized to 3 (2), and M(m;R, m, R)
measures the interaction strength. In the bag
model, it is a simple function' of the quark mass-

490
896
280
175
189
35

144 0
120 1,2
96
96 1
80 0, 2
48 1

0 0

1
8

10
10*
27
35
28

1760
1986
2165
2165
2242
2507
2799

Proposed dibaryon
with I = 0, S = −2,
JP = 0+.
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Experimental searches
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n, and L baryons [10]. Double-L hypernuclei are closely
related to the existence of the H dibaryon [11]. If the
mass of the H dibaryon, MH , was less than twice the L
hyperon mass in a nucleus, two L hyperons in the nucleus
would be expected to form the H. With this assumption,
the lower limit of the mass of the H dibaryon can be
calculated from the following relation:

MH . 2ML 2 BLL , (2)

where ML is the mass of a L hyperon in free space.
In order to study such systems, an emulsion/

scintillating-fiber hybrid experiment (E373) has been
carried out at the KEK proton synchrotron using the
1.66 GeV�c separated K2 meson beam [12,13]. The
schematic view around the target is given in Fig. 1. J2

hyperons were produced via the quasifree �K2, K1� reac-
tions in a diamond target [14] and brought to rest in Fuji
ET-7C emulsion. The �K2, K1� reactions were tagged
by a spectrometer system. The positions and angles of
entry of the J2 hyperons at the emulsion were measured
with a scintillating microfiber-bundle detector [15] placed
between the diamond target and the emulsion stack. The
tracks of the J2 hyperons were scanned and traced in the
emulsion by a newly developed automatic track scanning
system [16]. An emulsion stack consisted of a thin emul-
sion plate located upstream followed by eleven thick
emulsion plates [17]. The thin plate had 70-mm-thick
emulsion gel on both sides of a 200-mm-thick acrylic base
film, and each thick plate had 500-mm-thick emulsion gel
on both sides of a 50-mm-thick acrylic film.

Although we have analyzed only 11% of the total emul-
sion, we have found an event of seminal importance, a
mesonically decaying double hypernucleus emitted from
a J2 capture at rest [18]. A photograph and schematic
drawing of the event are shown in Fig. 2. We named this
event “NAGARA.” A J2 hyperon came to rest at point

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.

A, from which three charged particles (tracks No. 1, No. 3,
and No. 4) were emitted. One of them decayed into a p2

meson (track No. 6) and two other charged particles (tracks
No. 2 and No. 5) at point B. The particle of track No. 2
decayed again to two charged particles (tracks No. 7 and
No. 8) at point C.

The measured lengths and emission angles of these
tracks are summarized in Table I. The particle of track
No. 7 left the emulsion stack and entered the downstream
scintillating-fiber block detector (D-Block) [19]. Track
No. 5 ended in a 50-mm-thick acrylic base film. The tracks
of the three charged particles emitted from point A are
coplanar within the error as are the three tracks from point
B. The kinetic energy of each charged particle was calcu-
lated from its range, where the range-energy relation was
calibrated using a decays of thorium series in the emul-
sion and m1 decays from p1 meson decays at rest.

The single hypernucleus (track No. 2) was identified
from event reconstruction of its decay at point C. Mesonic
decay modes of single hypernuclei were rejected because
their Q values are too small. The decay mode of the
single hypernucleus is nonmesonic with neutron emission.
If either track No. 7 or No. 8 has more than unit charge,
the total kinetic energy of the two charged particles is
much larger than the Q value of any possible decay mode
because of the long ranges of tracks No. 7 and No. 8.
Therefore, both tracks No. 7 and No. 8 are singly charged,
and only LHe isotopes are acceptable.

The kinematics of all possible decay modes of the dou-
ble hypernucleus (track No. 1) which decays into LHe
(track No. 2) and p2 (track No. 6) were checked, and
BLL and DBLL were calculated. Since track No. 5 ended
in the base film, only the lower limit of the kinetic energy

FIG. 2. Photograph and schematic drawing of NAGARA
event. See text for detailed explanation.

212502-2 212502-2(H. Takahashi et al., PRL 87, 212502 (2001))

The strongest constraint comes from the
“Nagara” event from E373 at KEK, which
found a 6

ΛΛHe double-hypernucleus with
binding energy

BΛΛ = 6.91 ± 0.16 MeV.

The absence of a strong decay
6

ΛΛHe→
4He+ H implies

mH > 2mΛ − BΛΛ.
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Recent la�ice calculations

Calculations have found a bound H-dibaryon using mπ > mphys
π .

collab. method Nf action Nvol mπ (MeV) BH (MeV)
NPLQCD 2pt 3 clover 3 806 74.6(3.3)(3.4)

2+1 aniso 4 390 13.2(1.8)(4.0)
-clover 1 230 −0.6(8.9) (10.3)

HALQCD B-B 3 clover 1 1171 48(4)
potentials 3 1015 32.9(4.5)(6.6)

1 837 37.4(4.4)(7.3)
1 672 35.6(7.4)(4.0)
1 469 26(4)
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La�ice ensembles

CLS “E” ensembles:
I Nf = 2, O(a)-improved Wilson fermions.
I a = 0.063 fm, 64 × 323.
I Two pion masses: 451 MeV (E5) and 1 GeV (E1).
I �enched strange quark.

0.1354

0.1356

0.1358

0.1360

0.1362

0.1364

0.1354 0.1356 0.1358 0.1360 0.1362 0.1364

κ
va

l

κsea

κud
κs

κs tuned such that

R3 ≡
m2

K −
1
2 m2

π

m2
Ω

has its physical value.
We found κs close to κud for E1, so we
set it to be equal.
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Six-quark interpolating operators

Forming the product of six positive-parity-projected (two-component)
quark fields,

[abcdef ] = ϵ ijkϵ lmn (bT
i Cγ5P+cj ) (eT

l Cγ5P+fm) (aT
k Cγ5P+dn),

where P+ = (1 + γ4)/2, there are two local interpolating operators in the
H-dibaryon channel:

H1 =
1
48

(
[sudsud] − [udusds] − [dudsus]

)
,

H27 =
1

48
√

3

(
3[sudsud] + [udusds] + [dudsus]

)
,

which belong to the singlet and 27-plet irreps of SU (3)f .
To further expand the set of operators, we also vary the level of quark-field
smearing.
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Timeslice-normalized smearing

Standard smearing is a polynomial in hopping term H:

q̃(~x , t ) =
∑
~y

S (~x ,~y; t )q(~y, t ) = (1 + αH)nq.

This introduces noise, of which broadest part can be reduced by
normalizing:

q̃N1 (~x , t ) =
1

N (~x , t )
q̃(~x , t ), N (~x , t ) =

√∑
~y,a,b

|Sab (~x ,~y; t ) |2,

but this is di�icult to do at the sink. Instead, we compute the
timeslice-summed normalization, using stochastic estimation:

N (t )2 =
∑

~x,~y,a,b

|Sab (~x ,~y; t ) |2 ≈
1

nnoise

∑
~x,~y,a,b,i

|Sab (~x ,~y; t )η (i)b (~y, t ) |2,

so that the smeared quark fields are defined as q̃N (~x , t ) = 1
N (t ) q̃(~x , t ).

This procedure can be applied a�er a production run, to reduce the noise
from smearing. For a dibaryon operator, CN (tf , ti ) = ( 1

N (ti )N (tf )
)6C (tf , ti ).
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Smearing normalization

0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64

N
(t
)/
N
(t
)

t/a

seed 1
seed 2

One configuration from E1; α ≈ 0.75, n = 280, Nnoise = 160 + color-dilution
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Correlators and masses

We compute the matrix of two-point functions,

Cij (t ) =
∑
~x

〈Oi (t0 + t,~x )O†j (t0,~x0)〉,

and find e�ective masses from both its diagonal elements,

me�,i (t ) =
1
∆t

log
Cii (t )

Cii (t + ∆t )
,

and from solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP),

Cij (t + ∆t )vj (t ) = λ(t )Cij (t )vj (t ); me� (t ) =
− log λ(t )

∆t
.

(We use ∆t = 3a.)
These will approach the ground-state mass from above, with
exponentially-decaying excite-state contamination.
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All-mode averaging

Reduce costs by computing most samples using low-precision propagator
solves; correct the bias with the di�erence between a high-precision and
low-precision sample, evaluated at the same source:

O = Ox0 − O
(appx)
x0 +

1
N∆x

∑
∆x

O
(appx)
x0+∆x .

The resulting variance is reduced by a factor of

2(1 − 1
N∆x

) (1 − r ) + Rcorr + 1
N∆x
,

where
I r is the correlation between Ox0 and O (appx )

x0 ,

I Rcorr is the average correlation between O(appx)
x0+∆x and O(appx)

x0+∆x ′ .

We get a ≈ 2× speed-up for the propagators on E5; larger improvements
will be expected as we go to lighter pion masses.

→ see poster by Eigo Shintani
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Blocking algorithm for contractions

Pre-contract three propagators into a color-singlet at the source, e.g.,

B[sll]a
′b′c′
α ′β ′γ ′,α = ϵabc (Cγ5P+)βγ (Ss )

a′a
α ′α (Sl )

b′b
β ′β (Sl )

c′c
γ ′γ ,

then sum over permutations when contracting at the sink, e.g.,

[sudsud] = (Cγ5P+)α β (Cγ5P+)α ′1α
′
2
ϵa′1b′1c′1ϵa′2b′2c′2 (Cγ5P+)β ′1γ

′
1
(Cγ5P+)β ′2γ

′
2∑

σs,σu,σd

(−1)σB[sll]
a′σs (1)

b′σu (1)
c′σd (1)

α ′σs (1)
β ′σu (1)

γ ′σd (1),α
B[sll]

a′σs (2)
b′σu (2)

c′σd (2)

α ′σs (2)
β ′σu (2)

γ ′σd (2),β
.
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E5 ensemble

I mπ = 451 MeV
I mπL = 4.6
I 1881 gauge configurations.
I One source point with high- and low-precision solves.
I Sixteen source points with low-precision solves.
I Use both P+ and P− projectors for forward/backward-propagating

states. This corresponds to

1881 × 16 × 2 = 60192 samples.

I Both point and smeared (n = 140) quark fields. Combined with H1 and
H27, this gives four interpolating operators.
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E5: two-point functions, smeared

10−14

10−12

10−10

10−8

10−6

10−4

10−2

100

102

104

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

C
(t
)

t/a

〈H1(t)H1†(0)〉
〈H27(t)H27†(0)〉
−〈H27(t)H1†(0)〉

Cross-term is suppressed by 2–3 orders of magnitude.
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E5: e�ective masses, diagonal correlators

0.8

0.9

1.0
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a
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eff
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H1, point
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E5: e�ective mass, GEVP

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

0 5 10 15 20 25

a
m

eff

t/a

H1, smeared
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Improvement over smeared H1 is small; no bound H-dibaryon seen.
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E1 ensemble

I mπ = 1 GeV
I mπL = 10
I 168 gauge configurations.
I One source point with high- and low-precision solves.
I 128 source points with low-precision solves.
I Use both P+ and P− projectors for forward/backward-propagating

states. This corresponds to

168 × 128 × 2 = 43008 samples.

I κs = κud , thus no mixing between SU (3)f singlet and 27-plet irreps.
I Three quark-field smearings: wide (n = 280), medium (n = 140), and

narrow (n = 70). This gives three interpolating operators.
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E1: average correlation between sources, medium H1
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E1: e�ect of timeslice-normalized smearing
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E1: e�ective masses, diagonal correlators
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Wide smearing is too noisy to be useful in GEVP.
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E1: e�ective mass, GEVP
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Improvement over medium-smeared H1 is small; no bound H-dibaryon seen.
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E1: comparison against other calculations
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If the plateau for t/a ∈ [11,14] the ground state, then there is a discrepancy.
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Possible sources of discrepancy with NPLQCD

I Insu�icient statistics; real plateau possibly not yet reached in our
calculation.

I Di�erent size of overlap with the ground state: the two calculations use
di�erent kinds of interpolating operators,

CMainz (t ) =
∑
~x

〈(qqqqqq) (~x , t ) (q̄q̄q̄q̄q̄q̄) (~0,0)〉,

CNPLQCD (t ) =
∑
~x,~y

〈(qqq) (~x , t ) (qqq) (~y, t ) (q̄q̄q̄q̄q̄q̄) (~0,0)〉.

I Di�erent analysis of two-point functions:
I We use a symmetric set-up and solve the GEVP; up to statistical

fluctuations, the ground-state mass will be approached from above.
I NPLQCD uses asymmetric correlators and the matrix-Prony method;

plateaus may be approached from below.
I We use a quenched strange quark.
I Our calculations lack a L→ ∞ extrapolation.
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Summary

I Calculation done on two ensembles with mπ = 451 MeV and 1 GeV.
I All-mode-averaging and timeslice-normalized smearing help to reduce

noise.
I Present data do not show a bound H-dibaryon.
I Future plans:

I Increase statistics.
I Explore adding two-baryon operators to the basis of interpolators.
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